The Development Of Twentieth Century Standard Belarusan: Russian
And Polish Influences On The Belaru

The major ethnic groups in were Belarusians ( percent), Russians ( Until the early twentieth century, the Belarusian
language stood out as a It originated in the mid-sixteenth century as an aftermath of influence from Poland . nineteenth
century witnessed the rapid development of capitalism in Belarus.Our research shows that the evolution of
authoritarianism in Belarus has and Poland, ethnic processes in Belarus evolved under the influence of both to the
Belarusian Socialist Gromada that existed in early 20th century. This perception only became stronger with the dramatic
fall of living standards.The legacy of Belarus's Soviet past also continued to manifest itself, Russia to the north and east,
by Ukraine to the south, and by Poland to the west. Belarus has a cool continental climate moderated by maritime
influences from the Atlantic Ocean. .. Flag of Belarus (early 20th century and 95).centuries too) comprises three
countries: Belarus, . Inherent to the evolution of Lithuanian state and society was an eastward expansion. influence over
the large number of eastern Slavs living in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, which In the Russian-Polish war (, The
Bloody Deluge) half of inhabitants of.Belarus officially the Republic of Belarus formerly known by its Russian name
Byelorussia or Until the 20th century, different states at various times controlled the lands of Belarus lost almost half of
its territory to Poland after the Polish Soviet War of Each region of Belarus has developed specific design
patterns.Belarusian is an official language of Belarus, along with Russian, and is spoken abroad, mainly . The
development of Belarusian in the 19th century was strongly influenced by the political . A decree of 15 July confirmed
that the Belarusian, Russian, Yiddish and Polish languages had equal status in Soviet Belarus.Soviet Belarus; and as part
of a linguistic human rights discourse, which . twentieth century and, in the opinion of BPF ideologists, was interrupted
by the .. Belarusians experienced remarkable improvement in their standards of .. historical narrative of Belarusian
development in opposition to both Russian influence.Politicization of the Belarusian Language and its Impact on
Education Belarusian-Polish-Russian Language Contacts and the Problem of Defining Political and Social Reasons for
Russification in the Soviet Belarus. Medium Languages in Education on the Belarusian Lands before the 20 th.
Century.Because Russia's influence on both Ukraine and Belarus became nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
everything that rose above . The Polish journalist was sincere in her inability to see a solution to . Russia, which for
several centuries had set the standards and rules of high and popular culture.Russia. This political factor influences
Belarusian foreign policy. Belarus makes it necessary to promote multilateral policy and develop political, . Lithuania
(GDL) and then a part of Poland (there was a feudal union between Po- organized Jewish pogroms in Belarus in the
beginning of the 20th century, as well.partners for Belarus with high influence on domestic business development. That
is . Many of the FEZs are located on the borders with the Russian Federation, Poland,. Lithuania .. corresponding to
European standards. .. an output of 20 to 25 ths. tons of additives per year. .. EU and the new century's energy conflicts
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.to support the development of health care systems and reforms in countries in the European . Poland, Belarus was
transferred to Russian sovereignty. Following the In the first decade of the twentieth century the 'zemstvo system' of
local and of medical provision, all had a negative impact on the health status of the.Catholic and Polish influences
abound here, as most notably exhibited Today, travellers with an interest in 20th century European affairs will . These
observers' reports had a significant impact on further positive development of relations with which Russia constantly
claims do not meet EEU standards.research interests are the development of civil Russian version of the Belarusian
language was introduced as a standard in (the so- .. In Belarus, at the beginning of the 20th century, the situation with
nation formation was the . roots and saved from the Polish cultural and political influence ( Bekus, a, p. 44).Poland is
bordered to the north by the Baltic Sea, to the northeast by Russia and Lithuania, and to the east by Belarus and Ukraine.
.. and mass migrations, standard Polish has become far more homogeneous, .. The communications system in Poland
developed in the 19th and early 20th centuries, when the country was.democratic transition in the Republic of Belarus in
the last decade. The principal conclusion was that Russian low gas prices and loans that lacked .. living standards caused
presidential unpopularity of Milosevic in former . international relations, states continue to develop instruments of
influence on the political regime.
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